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MARINERA
➤ The dance portrays a couple’s flirtatious 

pursuit. The woman, in her 
embroidered pollera (skirt) and 
handkerchief, teases the man with her 
graceful movements. Each region has its 
own style, punctuated by variations in 
the tempo, key, clothing, and steps. 

➤ This dance is energetic, with elegant 
movements and a lot of feet work and 
hips & arms movements.
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HAYNO
➤ The man offers his right arm to invite the woman to 

dance, or puts his handkerchief on the woman's 
shoulder; Then the couples walk through the 
enclosure; And finally the dance, which consists of 
small jumps with a nimble and vigorous zapateo  
during which the man surprises the woman, face to 
face, touching with his shoulders when turning, and 
only occasionally links his right arm to the left of his 
partner in So much that both evolve to the rhythm of 
the music. His movements are playful and cheery. 

➤ The dance is performed by a single person of by 
couples that are developing twists and movements 
starting from small jumps and foot stepping that mark 
the musical rhythm. 
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FESTEJO
➤ The pelvic - ventral movement is 

common, there is freedom in the passages 
where creativity plays an important role, 
dance is agile and dynamic where steps 
are combined in place and steps of 
displacement, being characteristic of said 
steps to lean on the tips of the feet, and 
giving in other small jumps in which the 
feet of the floor rise.  

➤ The gestures, movements of arms, the 
contours of hip, movements of skirts or 
skirts, are elements that quickly 
distinguish the celebration of another 
dance, complementing of course with the 
process of falling in love in which the 
couples have been proposed.
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EMBRACE THEE
➤ If a group has been privileged ,their cultural expressions are supported or emphasized. 

➤ Peruvian cuisine is often recognized for being one of the most diverse and appreciated of the world's 
cuisines, with influences including European, Native American, and African. Since there is a sizable 
Chinese and Japanese minority in Peru, an Asian influence has also been deeply incorporated in 
Peruvian cuisine. 

➤ Paterson, New Jersey 

Paterson’s city council recently named a stretch of downtown “Peru Square,” a designation 10 years in 
the making that has pleased more than a few locals. 
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STEREOTYPES

Peruvians are a relatively recent ethnic group, 
with the majority of them emigrating to the 
United States in the 90s. 

➤ No discrimination, or laws directed 
towards them 

➤ Uneducated 

➤ Drunks 

➤ All eat guinea pig 

➤ Unpunctual 

➤ Liars 
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A PIECE OF PERU IN THE U.S SOIL
➤ Peruvians in Paterson are possessed by an intense patriotism, and they probably feel more Peruvian 

than many Peruvians living in Peru. In Paterson, residents talk about Peru, eat Peruvian food, listen 
to Peruvian music, and the slang is widely used. 

➤ The Peruvian Parade In Paterson, New Jersey 

• The parade begins on July 28 at noon and runs from Main street to Market Street, in the heart 
of the Peruvian neighborhood called “Little Lima”. Market Street is itself peculiar for its several 
Peruvian bodegas, markets, and restaurants where guinea pig dishes are served. 
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CONTRIBUTION TO AMERICAN CULTURE
➤ Peru has contributed to American culture by still following their own traditions. In some cities in 

Peru, there is so much of dancing & tradition that they are still continuing to do here in America.  

➤ Also the Peruvians in America still use their own native language such as Quecha, Aymara, etc. For 
example Spanish is one of them & they still continue to talk in Spanish because that was actually a 
language already. 

AYMARA QUECHUA
DAISY



➤ Arthur Chin, a Peruvian who 
participated in the Second 
Sino-Japanese War part of the 
first group of U.S. volunteer 
combat aviators. Chin is 
recognized as the United 
States' first ace in World War 
II.

MANISHA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flying_ace
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II


TRADITIONS AND DANCE EVOLVED AND CHANGED
➤ Freedom of religion is a fundamental right in Peruvian's culture, although Catholicism is the main 

religion, but now as they have acculturated they now have different believes and religions of Peru's 
pre-Hispanic cultures coexist.  

➤ In Pre-Hispanic times music and dance had played an important role in Peruvian society  they used 
sea shells, reeds and even animal bones to produce sounds. This type of music expired themes of 
religion, war, and profanity. Peru today has a rich and varied folklore and a wide diversity of both 
music and dancing that combines indigenous genres and spirit with Hispanic and American 
influences. 
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EVOLVING TRADITIONS

•  Marinera: The Marinera dance has Incan influences, and also you 
can find some characteristics of the Spanish influence but some 
claim that it also has African-Peruvian influence. 

 • Huayno: Tradition of an Andean, The dominant class of this group 
is the indigenous peoples of the Andean mountains. Even though 
huayno is popular in Andean towns, it is difficult to discover when 
or how it originated. When the Spaniards conquered Peru, the 
natives were forbidden to perform their traditional customs. 

 • Festejo: For much of Peruvian history, the Afro-Peruvians were 
discriminated, and excluded from society. Because of that, some of 
their music and their traditions disappeared. Its origins trace back 
to competitive dance circles performed by individuals playing 
cajones. Despite its African origins, people of all different 
backgrounds participate in the dance. Since this dance is from the 
discriminated Afro-Peruvians, some of the people has acculturated 
this dance, but not much of the response from the dominant group 
can be found.
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ACCULTURATION

The dominant class has acculturated the 
dance of this group. If we talk about the 
music, the Andean music which is from 
Peru is world famous for its sweet sound 
of it flutes and Panpipes. Andean people 
have at least 300 different dances but 
“Huayno” is the most popular one. This 
dance is from altiplana which use a 
musical instrument the quena (flute made 
out of wood), the Zampona, the charango. 
Dancing in it is all part of the tradition. 
Another example is of Marinera dance. It is 
a very romantic couple dance. This dance 
is from Peru but we can also see it being 
performed in various programs by other 
cultured people.  

These people like it if other wants to learn 
about their culture but if someone inquires 
about a person’s ancestry then it is 
unacceptable in Peru Culture.
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Yes there are still some social, economic and political structure that suppress this group. 
Peruvian consists of natives, black and Asian Peruvians as well. For example natives has to 
face discrimination. They are still taken as backward and inferior. Even the blacks have 
suffered from racial discrimination. They can’t participate as national citizens to identify 
solely experience. 
Native above all have faced five centuries of ethnically discrimination. They are referred to as 
from domestic and rural areas which is very sad.

MANISHA



 • Marinera: Don't have group of people are suppressing on this type of dance, and the Marinera can 
be find around the Chile, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Argentina today. However, on 1883 after 
War of the Pacific, reporter Abelardo Gamarra lobbied for the Peruvian Chilena to change its name 
to La Marinera in honor of the Peruvian navy and the heroes who died in the horrendous battles 
along the Peruvian/Chilean border. This name changed was kind of suppress from the war, but this 
changed did not devalue their cultural expression until today. 

 • Huayno: Don't have group of the people are suppressing on this type of dance, however, this type of 
dance did had suppressed by Spanish. During the Spaniards conquered Peru, the natives were not 
able to perform their traditional dance. Most of the natives never mentioned Huayno, because they 
were fearful of Spanish repression, and indigenous groups only danced the Huayno in private. And 
because of this suppress, it could devalued some of their cultural expression. 

 • Festejo: Many groups of people can learn the Festejo if they want today. However, because of the 
Festejo dance was created by Afro-Peruvian, it wasn’t always this way. The Afro-Peruvians were 
discriminated, and excluded from society before, and the Festejo was suppressed by society, and 
devalue this cultural by that time.

HAO



By doing this group assignment, we learned about the history of different dance culture. However, they 
are not quite similar if compare to other, because every of them have their own story and characteristic. 
Through out the research and discuss, for example, we found out the Festejo and Huayno dance are 
very unique and culturally significant, because they were originally practiced by people who faced the 
discrimination, exclusion from society, and repression. 

Luckily, these special and beautiful dances have survived to be handed down to the next generation. In 
the 21 century now, as contemporary peoples, the commonalities are that we have all become more 
willing to share our own cultures, and incorporate new styles into these traditional dances to make 
something new. Their history is cruel and cant be undone. But the Peruvians have put down the hate 
and discrimination, and have embraced a much more positive attitude toward sharing and spreading the 
dance art to more people so they can enjoy the cultures too.

HAO



“There is a lot of good side of Peruvian culture. This society is more collective and they value 
family and group more than individual. In the U.S, people are seen to value individual 
more than the family but in Peru its different. Peruvian family provides purpose and utility 
in the culture.  
The similarities between Peruvian and American is that both of these culture values their 
work. they believe that man should work. Women for women is not practiced in Peru but 
all men work even if the pay is below poverty line. So the value of work is similar.  
Hierarchy is seen a lot in Peru people of higher economic status have more power over 
people in lower class. 
Peruvians believe freedom in religion however majority of them are catholics or christians. 

MANISHA



THANK YOU
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